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A TIMELESS JOURNEY THE LOCATION

Enjoy the routes through time, from Greek antiquity till 
today. Visit the Temple of apollo Epicurius, the ancient 
sanctuary of pan, the amazing stone-built threshing floors 
and the old watermills.

The alternating patterns of nature that follow the flow of 
water will most definitely enchant you along the way. Walk 
amidst the majestic chestnut woods, the oak trees, the old 
plantations and the streams with plane trees. 

all this journey through picturesque little villages and small 
churches that looks like a journey through time, is nothing 
but a timeless journey. Because when you enjoy what you 
do, you stop having the sense of time.

Bordering on the prefectures of arcadia, ilia and messinia, 
with abeliona as the epicenter, the APOLLO TRAILS run 
across the region between the Temple of apollo Epicurius, 
the mount Lykaion and the River neda.

Historic arcadia, home of ancient god pan, patron of the 
farmers who lived a simple pastoral life in the woods, the 
rivers and the green valleys, is linked to the values of bliss, 
purity and creation. 

far from the influence of the modern way of life and 
untouched by time, the region maintains its purity, offering 
the visitor calmness and serenity. 

in the arts, “arcadia” refers to an imaginary, heavenly place. 
in the APOLLO TRAILS, this becomes a reality. 
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AbELIonA RETREAT

abeliona-retreat.com

AbELIonA gUESThOUSE

abeliona-guesthouse.com

Built on the green mountainous hillside of abeliona, in 
complete harmony with the surrounding natural landscape, 
the ABELIONA RETREAT awaits to host you in one of its 
22 spacious rooms and apartments. 

Enjoy the reading of a book in front of the fireplace of the 
lounge or your room, and taste in our restaurant recipes 
made of local producers’ pure ingredients.

ideal for hiking lovers and groups of friends, the old 
community guesthouse of abeliona can host up to 14 
people. it consists of 6 rooms, 2 bathrooms, a kitchen and 
a sitting room with a fireplace and wi-fi.

Take the time to prepare an energizing breakfast before 
leaving for your hiking excursion, with fresh ingredients left 
for you in the kitchen, and relax while playing board games 
by the fireplace, when you return in the evening.




